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Philadelphia]. The indexes were all
in terms of an 1855—60 base period.
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were separately stated for
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respectively.
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joined together, weighted 2 and 1,
It was clear that from 1890 onw
was to be used. Between 1870 and
our sampled building market areas
pattern and secular trend. For these years different schemes of
weighting would only slightly affect the average. But much more
variation was found both during and before the Civil War. Chart
D-1 shows that building material prices were falling in the
half-century before the Civil War outside New York City but
fluctuating in New York City around a stationary trend up to
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different degree of participation in the long-swing price move-
ments of the period. The problem of weighting was complicated
by the tendency of sampled areas to represent price movements
over a wider region. Thus, price behavior in rural Vermont
might well be indicative of New England farm markets. New
York City and Philadelphia probably would typify price patterns
in other northern seaboard cities (from Portland, Maine, to
Baltimore). Cincinnati experience might typify price behavior in
the trans-Alleghany Ohio and Great Lakes settlement. If the
Falkner index were representative, it might have served as a
basis for averaging after 1844. Unfortunately the Falkner index
chiefly reflected price experience in the northeastern states and
was probably heavily weighted by the easily available pricing
records in New York City and Philadelphia, the two areas for
which independent series are on hand. Hence, it seemed unwise
to allow the Falkner index a very considerable weight. We
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New York City, and Cincinnati, with weights of one for Vermont
and three for the Falkner index. The indexes were reduced to
logarithms, weighted, summed and averaged. The entire index is
shown in Chart D-2.
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